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ADDENDUM NO.:  4 
IFB or RFP NO.:  702 
Description: Furnish, Deliver and Install 
Bleachers 
Project: CUNY Baruch College 
Bid Opening Date: September 22, 2021 

 
Specifics of the Addendum: This Addendum responds to questions received during the RFI period and 
extension of the bid due date.  
 
QUESTION: CUNY drawing shows a walkway incorporated into bleacher with one group showing 11 rows and 
other group showing 10 rows but in bid documents under “Bid Scope” it’s calling out 13 rows for each group? 
You will have 2 different seating capacity for each. Please advise as to what the proper overall seating capacity 
is for each group.  
RESPONSE:  See addenda posted to DASNY’s website which addresses this question. 
 
QUESTION:  During the walk through it was brought to our attention that we need to provide final hook up of 
electrical as well as fixing any damage to the floor but nothing in the bid documents state this? Please provide 
example pictures as to floor damage that needs to be fixed so we can price accordingly in our bid proposal. 
RESPONSE:  These two items are not part of this bid.  These two items will be bid separately. 
 
QUESTION:  Please provide freight elevator inside dimensions or drawing (if possible) that will be used for 
offload and removal of materials? Freight elevator was not working at time of walk through. This is critical 
information as to bleacher section lengths are manufactured to get them downstairs into the gymnasium.  
RESPONSE:  The Dimensions of the Freight Elevator at NVC is approximately 9'7" x 5' 7" x 10'6" (L x B x H) 
and the length of the cubical diagonal is 14' 3". 
 
4) Regarding scheduling of this project as discussed in the walk through will we have full use of the gymnasium 
starting 4/11/22 through 6/30/22 to complete this work? Also, what time will we be able to work?  
RESPONSE:  Regular hours or afterhours if chosen by the installers 
 
QUESTION:  Since this bid is in less than a week can we be granted 1–2-week extension regarding answers to 
these questions so we can price accordingly?   
RESPONSE:  Bid due date is extended to October 6, 2021 at 2:30PM.  
 
All other terms and conditions of the original Invitation for Bids or Request for Proposals shall remain the 
same.  This notice shall be signed and attached to the Invitation for Bids and shall form a part of your bid. 
 


